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Mango Languages is a database  you have access to with your library card. It  helps you learn languages you 

choose and keeps track of your progress in the class.  

1. To start using it you must first navigate yourself to our website www.midlibrary.org .  

2. Click on the Resources tab, and then  click on Online Databases. 

3. Next, click on the link at the bottom left , Mango.  
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When you create an account, you are asked 

for your name, your email address, postal 

code, and then you create a password. Then 

click on the Sign up button.  

 

*Once you sign up for an account, you may 

also download the Mango Languages app for 

your tablets and smartphones and access the 

database this way.  
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Languages Menu 

Here you can find all the languages that you can learn on Mango Languages. You’re first shown recent/

popular languages.  To find other languages, type them in the search bar. 

Click on ‘Start Learning’ to begin your 

class. 
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Classes 

When you start a course, you will be shown all of the chapters. Start in order with chapter 1, (but you can 

skip around) when you  click on that, you will see how many lessons are in the chapter where you will start 

with lesson 1. There are also  chapter reviews you can view at the end of each chapter.  
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Lessons 

Each lesson with explain what goal there will be and what you will be working on.  

You can use shortcuts to navigate while in the classes. You can also control the volume, narration, closed 

captions and timer. 
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Doing the Lessons 

To introduce vocabulary for each lesson, you are shown a conversation first.  

In between parts of the lessons, there are cultural notes to help better explain the language.  
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Explore: Mango Premiere 

Mango premiere has films in the language you are learning to help you learn even more. You can choose 

to have subtitles as you watch. 
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Tools: Translate 

At the top of your page, click on Tools. Here you can use a translator. Pick what language you are starting 

with and what you want to translate it to you, then type or paste in the phrase and click the blue ‘Translate’ 

button.  
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Support/ Feedback 

If you need help, click on the question mark at the top of the page. There is a support page you can be linked 

to.  On the same page where you find help and support, there is a section for feedback. In the text box start 

typing your comment and then click on the ‘submit’ button to send it. 
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My Contact Information:  

Amanda Brzeszkiewicz   

Library Assistant  

Middleton Public Library  

amandab@midlibrary.org       608-827-7403  

Help Page: 

https://mangolanguages.zendesk.com/hc/en-us 


